
ORGANIC ESSENTIAL OILS
Our consumers are people who believe deeply 
in mindfully caring for themselves and others.  

Aura Cacia Organic Essential Oils offer more 
than the assurance of pure oils, grown in ways 
that protect our planet. Choosing Aura Cacia 
also supports the principles that make natural 
retailers unlike any others:

CATEGORY LEADERSHIP:
     Aura Cacia offers carefully-curated selection of 37 organic essential oils
     based on consumer demand and availability of sustainable supply. 
     Research indicates Aura Cacia is one of most-recognized essential oil brands across channels.
     Premium merchandising support, with handcrafted drawer displays and new,  
     extended content labels.

OWNERSHIP:
     Aura Cacia is part of Frontier Co-op, a leader  
      in nurturing the U.S. natural products industry
     since the 1970s. As a co-op, our financial success  
     goes back to our member owners.
     Veriditas is owned by Pranarom, a privately- 
     owned laboratory based in Europe.

INDUSTRY LEADERSHIP:
     Aura Cacia is based in Iowa. We celebrate our decades-
     long relationships with co-ops and independent retailers 
     by hosting VIP events, during which we take retail  
     associates through an intensive aromatherapy training.
     Frontier Co-op actively supports the Organic Trade Association and The Organic Center 
     through funding and Board of Directors participation. 



SOURCING:
     We partner with our suppliers 
     in more than 30 countries around  
     the world to bring the highest
     quality, most sustainable materials
     we can find.  
     As a part of Frontier  
     Co-op, we’ve given over $1 million  
     back to our sources in the form of
     business and community building.

INTEGRITY:
     Aura Cacia takes seriously our responsibility to research and substantiate any product
     performance claims, according to regulations designed to protect the health and safety of
     consumers.
     We rely on certified aromatherapists and reputable industry experts to develop our
     aromatherapy benefit-related information on packaging, marketing material and websites.
     Aura Cacia maintains rigorous testing procedures to ensure consumers receive exactly
     what’s specified on the label. 
     Competitors make benefit claims that have not been evaluated by the FDA for safety
     or efficacy. 

EDUCATION:
     We believe strongly in teaching people about using essential oils safely, while competitors
     who promise consumers unsubstantiated benefits and promote potentially unsafe usage.
     Our retailer training team engages with retail associates across the U.S. to equip them to  
     be aromatherapy experts.
     Aura Cacia invests significantly in consumer digital media, including our education-
     oriented website, social media platforms and Noteworthy by Aura Cacia, an online natural
     health and wellness community.

GIVING BACK:
     Aura Cacia is moving lives forward with our annual grant program,  
     Positive Change Project. The program supports organizations helping 
     women of courage and determination work to better their lives in 
     the face of seemingly overwhelming difficulties.


